Modeling Temporal Structure in Music for Emotion Prediction using Pairwise Comparisons
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ABSTRACT
The temporal structure of music is essential for the cognitive processes related to the emotions expressed in music. However, such temporal information is often disregarded in typical Music Information Retrieval modeling tasks of predicting higher-level cognitive or semantic aspects of music such as emotions, genre, and similarity. This paper addresses the specific hypothesis whether temporal information is essential for predicting expressed emotions in music, as a prototypical example of a cognitive aspect of music. We propose to test this hypothesis using a novel processing pipeline: 1) Extracting audio features for each track resulting in a multivariate "feature time series". 2) Using generative models to represent these time series (acquiring a complete track representation). Specifically, we explore the Gaussian Mixture model, Vector Quantization, Autoregressive model, Markov and Hidden Markov models. 3) Utilizing the generative models in a discriminative setting by selecting the Probability Product Kernel as the natural kernel for all considered track representations. We evaluate the representations using a kernel based model specifically extended to support the robust two-alternative forced choice self-report paradigm, used for eliciting expressed emotions in music. The methods are evaluated using two data sets and show increased predictive performance using temporal information, thus supporting the overall hypothesis.

1. INTRODUCTION
The ability of music to represent and evoke emotions is an attractive and yet a very complex quality. This is partly a result of the dynamic temporal structures in music, which are a key aspect in understanding and creating predictive models of more complex cognitive aspects of music such as the emotions expressed in music. So far the approach of creating predictive models of emotions expressed in music has relied on three major aspects. First, self-reported annotations (rankings, ratings, comparisons, tags, etc.) for quantifying the emotions expressed in music. Secondly, finding a suitable audio representation (using audio or lyrical features), and finally associating the two aspects using machine learning methods with the aim to create predictive models of the annotations describing the emotions expressed in music. However the audio representation has typically relied on classic audio-feature extraction, often neglecting how this audio representation is later used in the predictive models.

We propose to extend how the audio is represented by including feature representation as an additional aspect, which is illustrated on Figure 1. Specifically, we focus on including the temporal aspect of music using the added feature representation [10], which is often disregarded in the classic audio-representation approaches. In Music Information Retrieval (MIR), audio streams are often represented with frame-based features, where the signal is divided into frames of samples with various lengths depending on the musical aspect which is to be analyzed. Feature extraction based on the enframed signal results in multivariate time series of feature values (often vectors). In order to use these features in a discriminative setting (i.e. predicting tags, emotion, genre, etc.), they are often represented using the mean, a single or mixtures of Gaussians (GMM). This can reduce the time series to a single vector and make the features easy to use in traditional linear models or kernel machines such as the Support Vector Machine (SVM). The major problem here is that this approach disregards all temporal information in the extracted features. The frames could be randomized and would still have the same representation, however this randomization makes no sense musically.

In modeling the emotions expressed in music, the temporal aspect of emotion has been centered on how the labels are acquired and treated, not on how the musical content is treated. E.g. in [5] they used a Conditional Random Field (CRF) model to essentially smooth the predicted labels of an SVM, thus still not providing temporal information re-


2. FEATURE REPRESENTATION

In order to model higher order cognitive aspects of music, we first consider standard audio feature extraction which results in a frame-based, vector space representation of the music track. Given $T$ frames, we obtain a collection of $T$ vectors with each vector at time $t$ denoted by $x_t \in \mathbb{R}^D$, where $D$ is the dimension of the feature space. The main concern here is how to obtain a track-level representation of the sequence of feature vectors for use in subsequent modelling steps. In the following, we will outline a number of different possibilities — and all these can be considered as probabilistic densities over either a single feature vector or a sequence of such (see also Table 1).

**Continuous:** When considering the original feature space, i.e. the sequence of multivariate random variables, a vast number of representations have been proposed depending on whether the temporal aspects are ignored (i.e. considering each frame independently of all others) or modelling the temporal dynamics by temporal models.

In the time-independent case, we consider the feature as a bag-of-frames, and compute moments of the independent samples; namely the mean. Including higher order moments will naturally lead to the popular choice of representing the time-collapsed time series by a multivariate Gaussian distribution (or other continuous distributions). Generalizing this leads to mixtures of distributions such as the GMM (or another universal mixture of other distributions) used in an abundance of papers on music modeling and similarity (e.g. [1, 7]).

Instead of ignoring the temporal aspects, we can model the sequence of multivariate feature frames using well-known temporal models. The simplest models include AR models [10].

**Discrete:** In the discrete case, where features are naturally discrete or the original continuous feature space can be quantized using VQ with a finite set of codewords resulting in a dictionary (found e.g. using K-means). Given this dictionary each feature frame is subsequently assigned a specific codeword in a 1-of-P encoding such that a frame at time $t$ is defined as vector $\tilde{x}_t$ with one non-zero element.

At the track level and time-independent case, each frame is encoded as a Multinomial distribution with a single draw, $\tilde{x} \sim \text{Multinomial}(\Lambda, 1)$, where $\Lambda$ denotes the probability of occurrence for each codeword and is computed on the basis of the histogram of codewords for the entire track. In the time-dependent case, the sequence of codewords, $\tilde{x}_0, \tilde{x}_1, \ldots, \tilde{x}_T$, can be modeled by a relatively simple (first order) Markov model, and by introducing hidden states this may be extended to the (homogeneous) Hidden Markov model with Multinomial observations ($\text{HMM}_{\text{disc}}$).

2.1 Estimating the Representation

The probabilistic representations are all defined in terms of parametric densities which in all cases are estimated using standard maximum likelihood estimation (see e.g. [2]). Model selection, i.e. the number of mixture components, AR order, and number of hidden states, is performed using
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**Figure 1.** Modeling pipeline.
where which is equivalent to formulating a PPK with a Gaussian with the given mean and a common, diagonal covariance matrix.

The pairwise paradigm is a robust elicitation method to the various track-level representations outlined above are only thing that has to be the same. The observation space, including the dimensionality of the sequences (the musical excerpts). For latent variable models, the density model, \( \theta \) is a free model parameter. The parameters of the density model, \( \theta \) and \( \delta (\mu) \) are outlined in Tab.1. All the densities discussed previously result in (recursive) analytical computations. [6, 11].

### 2.2 Kernel Function

The various track-level representations outlined above are all described in terms of a probability density as outlined in Table 1, for which a natural kernel function is the Probability Product Kernel [6]. The PPK forms a common ground for comparison and is defined as,

\[
k(p(\mathbf{x} | \theta), p(\mathbf{x}’ | \theta)) = \int (p(\mathbf{x} | \theta)p(\mathbf{x}’ | \theta))^q d\mathbf{x}, \quad (1)
\]

where \( q > 0 \) is a free model parameter. The parameters of the density model, \( \theta \), obviously depend on the particular representation and are outlined in Tab.1. All the densities discussed previously result in (recursive) analytical computations. [6, 11].

### 3. PAIRWISE KERNEL GLM

The pairwise paradigm is a robust elicitation method to the more traditional direct scaling approach and is reviewed extensively in [8]. This paradigm requires a non-traditional modeling approach for which we derive a relatively simple kernel version of the Bradley-Terry-Luce model [3] for pairwise comparisons. The non-kernel version was used for this particular task in [9].

In order to formulate the model, we will for now assume a standard vector representation for each of \( N \) audio excerpts collected in the set \( \mathcal{X} = \{\mathbf{x}_i \mid i = 1, ..., N\} \), where \( \mathbf{x}_i \in \mathbb{R}^D \), denotes a standard, \( D \) dimensional audio feature vector for excerpt \( i \). In the pairwise paradigm, any two distinct excerpts with index \( u \) and \( v \), where \( \mathbf{x}_u \in \mathcal{X} \) and \( \mathbf{x}_v \in \mathcal{X} \), can be compared in terms of a given aspect (such as arousal/valence). With \( M \) such comparisons we denote the output set as \( \mathcal{Y} = \{ (y_{m,u,v_m}, v_m) | m = 1, ..., M \} \), where \( y_m \in \{-1, +1\} \). This results in a projection from the \( v_m \)'th excerpt is picked over the \( v_m \)'th and visa versa when \( y_m = 1 \).

The basic assumption is that the choice, \( y_m \), between the two distinct excerpts, \( u \) and \( v \), can be modeled as the difference between two function values, \( f(\mathbf{x}_u) \) and \( f(\mathbf{x}_v) \). The function \( f : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) hereby defines an internal, but latent, absolute reference of valence (or arousal) as a function of the excerpt (represented by the audio features, \( \mathbf{x} \)).

Modeling such comparisons can be accomplished by the Bradley-Terry-Luce model [3, 16], here referred to more generally as the (logistic) pairwise GLM model. The choice model assumes logistically distributed noise [16] on the individual function value, and the likelihood of observing a particular choice, \( y_m \), for a given comparison \( m \) therefore becomes

\[
p(y_m | f_m) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-y_m z_m}}, \quad (2)
\]

with \( z_m = f(\mathbf{x}_{u_m}) - f(\mathbf{x}_{v_m}) \) and \( f_m = [f(\mathbf{x}_{u_m}), f(\mathbf{x}_{v_m})]^T \).

The main question is how the function, \( f(\cdot) \), is modeled. In the following, we derive a kernel version of this model in the framework of kernel Generalized Linear Models (kGLM). We start by assuming a linear and parametric model of the form \( f_i = \mathbf{x}_i \mathbf{w}^T \) and consider the likelihood defined in Eq. (2). The argument, \( z_m \), is now redefined such that \( z_m = (\mathbf{x}_{u_m} \mathbf{w}^T - \mathbf{x}_{v_m} \mathbf{w}^T) \). We assume that the model parameterized by \( \mathbf{w} \) is the same for the first and second input, i.e. \( \mathbf{x}_{u_m} \) and \( \mathbf{x}_{v_m} \). This results in a projection from the audio features \( \mathbf{x} \) into the dimensions of valence (or arousal) given by \( \mathbf{w} \), which is the same for all excerpts. Plugging this into the likelihood function we obtain:

\[
p(y_m | \mathbf{x}_{u_m}, \mathbf{x}_{v_m}, \mathbf{w}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-y_m (\mathbf{x}_{u_m} - \mathbf{x}_{v_m}) \mathbf{w}^T}}, \quad (3)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Density Model</th>
<th>( \theta )</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( p(\mathbf{x}</td>
<td>\theta) \equiv \delta (\mu) )</td>
<td>( \mu, \sigma )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>( p(\mathbf{x}</td>
<td>\theta) = N(\mathbf{x}</td>
<td>\mu, \Sigma) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>( p(\mathbf{x}</td>
<td>\theta) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \lambda_i N(\mathbf{x}</td>
<td>\mu_i, \Sigma_i) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>( p(\mathbf{x}_0, \mathbf{x}_1, ..., \mathbf{x}_T</td>
<td>\theta) = N(\mathbf{x}_0, \mathbf{x}_1, ..., \mathbf{x}_T</td>
<td>\mathbf{m}, \Sigma_{A,C}) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Continuous, features, \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^D \), \( L \) is the number of components in the GMM, \( P \) indicates the order of the AR model, \( A \) and \( C \) are the coefficients and noise covariance in the AR model respectively and \( T \) indicates the length of the sequence. Discrete, VQ: \( \mathbf{x} \sim \text{Multinomial} (\lambda), \Lambda_{\mathbf{x}_i, \mathbf{x}_{i-1}} = p(\mathbf{z}_i | \mathbf{z}_{i-1}), \Lambda_{\mathbf{x}_i, \mathbf{x}_{i-1}} = p(\mathbf{x}_i | \mathbf{x}_{i-1}), \Phi_t = p(\tilde{\mathbf{x}}_t | \mathbf{z}_t) \). The basic Mean representation is often used in the MIR field in combination with a so-called squared exponential kernel [2], which is equivalent to formulating a PPK with a Gaussian with the given mean and a common, diagonal covariance matrix corresponding to the length scale which can be found by cross-validation and specifically using \( q = 1 \) in the PPK.

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, for GMM and HMM), or in the case of the AR model, CV was used.

It should be noted that using the PPK does not require the same length of the sequences (the musical excerpts). For latent variable models, such as the HMM, the number of latent states in the models can also be different. The observation space, including the dimensionality \( D \), is the only thing that has to be the same.
Following a maximum likelihood approach, the effective cost function, $\psi(\cdot)$, defined as the negative log likelihood is:

$$\psi_{\text{GLM}}(w) = -\sum_{m=1}^{M} \log p(y_m | x_{u_m}, x_{v_m}, w). \quad (4)$$

Here we assume that the likelihood factorizes over the observations, i.e., $p(Y|f) = \prod_{m=1}^{M} p(y_m | f_m)$. Furthermore, a regularized version of the model is easily formulated as

$$\psi_{\text{GLM-L2}}(w) = \psi_{\text{GLM}} + \gamma \|w\|^2, \quad (5)$$

where the regularization parameter $\gamma$ is to be found using cross-validation, for example, as adopted here. This cost is still continuous and is solved with a L-BFGS method.

This basic pairwise GLM model has previously been used to model emotion in music [9]. In this work, the pairwise GLM model is extended to a general regularized kernel formulation allowing for both linear and non-linear models. First, consider an unknown non-linear map of an element $x \in X$ into a Hilbert space, $\mathcal{H}$, i.e., $\varphi(x) : X \mapsto \mathcal{H}$. Thus, the argument $z_m$ is now given as

$$z_m = (\varphi(x_{u_m}) - \varphi(x_{v_m})) w^T \quad (6)$$

The representer theorem [14] states that the weights, $w$, despite the difference between mapped instances — can be written as a linear combination of the inputs such that

$$w = \sum_{l=1}^{M} \alpha_l (\varphi(x_{u_l}) - \varphi(x_{v_l})). \quad (7)$$

Inserting this into Eq. (6) and applying the "kernel trick" [2], i.e. exploiting that $\langle \varphi(x), \varphi(x') \rangle_{\mathcal{H}} = k(x, x')$, we obtain

$$z_m = (\varphi(x_{u_m}) - \varphi(x_{v_m})) \sum_{l=1}^{M} \alpha_l (\varphi(x_{u_l}) - \varphi(x_{v_l}))$$

$$= \sum_{l=1}^{M} \alpha_l (\varphi(x_{u_m}) \varphi(x_{u_l}) - \varphi(x_{v_m}) \varphi(x_{v_l}))$$

$$- \varphi(x_{v_m}) \varphi(x_{u_l}) + \varphi(x_{v_m}) \varphi(x_{u_l}))$$

$$= \sum_{l=1}^{M} \alpha_l (k(x_{u_m}, x_{u_l}) - k(x_{u_m}, x_{v_l}))$$

$$- k(x_{v_m}, x_{u_l}) + k(x_{v_m}, x_{v_l}))$$

$$= \sum_{l=1}^{M} \alpha_l k(\{x_{u_m} , x_{u_l}\} , \{x_{u_l} , x_{v_l}\}). \quad (8)$$

Thus, the pairwise kernel GLM formulation leads exactly to standard kernel GLM like [19], where the only difference is the kernel function which is now a (valid) kernel between two sets of pairwise comparisons $^2$. If the kernel function is the linear kernel, we obtain the basic pairwise logistic regression presented in Eq. (3), but the kernel formulation easily allows for non-vectorial inputs as provided by the PPK. The general cost function for the kGLM model is defined as,

$$\psi_{\text{kGLM-L2}}(\alpha) = -\sum_{m=1}^{M} \log p(y_m | \alpha, K) + \gamma \alpha^T K \alpha,$$

i.e., dependent on the kernel matrix, $K$, and parameters $\alpha$. It is of the same form as for the basic model and we can apply standard optimization techniques. Predictions for unseen input pairs $\{x_r, x_s\}$ are easily calculated as

$$\Delta f_{rs} = f(x_r) - f(x_s) \quad (9)$$

$$= \sum_{m=1}^{M} \alpha_m k(\{x_{u_m}, x_{v_m}\}, \{x_r, x_s\}). \quad (10)$$

Thus, predictions exist only as delta predictions. However it is easy to obtain a “true” latent (arbitrary scale) function for a single output by aggregating all the delta predictions.

### 4. Dataset & Evaluation Approach

To evaluate the different feature representations, two datasets are used. The first dataset (IMM) consists of $N_{\text{IMM}} = 20$ excerpts and is described in [8]. It comprises all $M_{\text{IMM}} = 190$ unique pairwise comparisons of 20 different 15-second excerpts, chosen from the USPOP2002 $^3$ dataset. 13 participants (3 female, 10 male) were compared on both the dimensions of valence and arousal. The second dataset (YANG) [18] consists of $M_{\text{YANG}} = 7752$ pairwise comparisons made by multiple annotators on different parts of the $N_{\text{YANG}} = 1240$ different Chinese 30-second excerpts on the dimension of valence. 20 MFCC features have been extracted for all excerpts by the MA toolbox $^4$.

#### 4.1 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed representation of the multivariate feature time series we compute learning curves. We use the so-called Leave-One-Excerpt-Out cross validation, which ensures that all comparisons with a given excerpt are left out in each fold, differing from previous work [9]. Each point on the learning curve is the result of models trained on a fraction of all available comparisons in the training set. To obtain robust learning curves, an average of 10-20 repetitions is used. Furthermore a ‘win’-based baseline (Base$_{\text{cum}}$) as suggested in [8] is used. This baseline represents a model with no information from features. We use the McNemar paired test with the Null hypothesis that two models are the same between each model and the baseline, if $p < 0.05$ then the models can be rejected as equal on a 5% significance level.

### 5. Results

We consider the pairwise classification error on the two outlined datasets with the kGLM-L2 model, using the outlined pairwise kernel function combined with the PPK kernel (q=1/2). For the YANG dataset a single regularization parameter $\gamma$ was estimated using 20-fold cross validation used

$^2$In the Gaussian Process setting this kernel is also known as the Pairwise Judgment kernel [4], and can easily be applied for pairwise learning using other kernel machines such as support vector machines


$^4$http://www.pamplik.at/ma/
across all folds in the CV. The quantization of the multivariate time series, is performed using a standard online K-means algorithm [15]. Due to the inherent difficulty of estimating the number of codewords, we choose a selection specifically (8, 16, 24 and 32) for the Markov and HMM models and (256, 512 and 1024) for the VQ models. We compare results between two major categories, namely with continuous or discretized observation space and whether temporal information is included or not.

The results for the IMM dataset for valence are presented in Table 2. For continuous observations we see a clear increase in performance between the Diagonal AR (DAR) model of up to 0.018 and 0.024, compared to traditional Multivariate Gaussian and mean models respectively. With discretized observations, an improvement of 0.015. For discretized data the HMM is the best performing model where we again see that increasing the complexity of the temporal representation increases the performance; the selection of the number of hidden states could be an issue here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obs. Time</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Training set size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>0.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>0.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>0.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>0.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>0.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Classification error on the IMM dataset applying the pairwise kGLM-L2 model on the valence dimension. Results are averages of 20 folds, 13 subjects and 20 repetitions. McNemar paired tests between each model and baseline all result in $p < 0.001$ except for results marked with * which has $p > 0.05$ with sample size of 4940.

6. DISCUSSION

In essence we are looking for a way of representing an entire track based on the simple features extracted. That is, we are trying to find generative models that can capture meaningful information coded in the features specifically for coding aspects related to the emotions expressed in music.

Results showed that simplifying the observation space using VQ is useful when predicting the arousal data. Introducing temporal coding of VQ features by simple Markov models already provides a significant performance gain, and adding latent dimensions (i.e. complexity) a further gain is obtained. This performance gain can be attributed to the temporal changes in features and potentially hidden structures in the features not coded in each frame of the features but, by their longer term temporal structures, captured by the models.

We see the same trend with the continuous observations, i.e., including temporal information significantly increases
predictive performance. These results are specific for the features used, the complexity, and potentially the model choice might differ if other features were utilized. Future work will reveal if other structures can be found in features that describe different aspects of music; structures that are relevant for describing and predicting aspects regarding emotions expressed in music.

Another consideration when using the generative models is that the entire feature time series is replaced as such by the model, since the distances between tracks are now between the models trained on each of the tracks and not directly on the features. These models still have to be estimated, which takes time, but this can be done offline and provide a substantial compression of the features used.

7. CONCLUSION

In this work we presented a general approach for evaluating various track-level representations for music emotion prediction, focusing on the benefit of modeling temporal aspects of music. Specifically, we considered datasets based on robust, pairwise paradigms for which we extended a particular kernel-based model forming a common ground for comparing different track-level representations of music using the probability product kernel. A wide range of generative models for track-level representations was considered on two datasets, focusing on evaluating both using continuous and discretized observations. Modeling both the valence and arousal dimensions of expressed emotion showed a clear gain in applying temporal modeling on both the datasets included in this work. In conclusion, we have found evidence for the hypothesis that a statistically significant gain is obtained in predictive performance by representing the temporal aspect of music for emotion prediction using MFCC’s.
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5 We do note that using a single model across an entire musical track could potentially be over simplifying the representation, in our case only small 15-30-second excerpts were used and for entire tracks some segmentation would be appropriate.